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There is strong scientific evidence to suggest, without fear of exaggeration, that mankind is plunging toward a post-apocalyptic reality with ever-increasing speed.\textsuperscript{1} The fault is our own. The planet’s declining state, which is quickly approaching a point of no return,\textsuperscript{2} has received significant media coverage,\textsuperscript{3} galvanized global climate activists,\textsuperscript{4} and inspired various national and international regulatory measures. Nonetheless, the most recent report from the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that the increase in global temperature shows no sign of slowing.\textsuperscript{5} Greenhouse gas emissions are the leading cause of Earth’s continued warming,\textsuperscript{6} and, as such, both producers and consumers of fossil fuels are the primary culprits. Emissions from large private corporations involved in fossil-fuel production comprise an enormous portion of atmospheric pollution, and yet, American efforts to hold those entities accountable through lawsuits for their role in the mounting environmental devastation have been met with equity concerns.\textsuperscript{7} The question, as stated by U.S. District Judge William Alsup, is one of fairness: “would it really be fair to now ignore our own responsibility in the use of fossil fuels and place the blame for global warming on those who supplied what we demanded?”\textsuperscript{8} Indeed, in our capitalist-based global economic system, corporate institutions not only have huge political influence,\textsuperscript{9} they are also, by design, incentivized to act almost solely in the interest of profit.\textsuperscript{10} Discourse surrounding the intersection of climate change and the private sector has largely focused on their role as polluters, rather than their role as powerful global actors with the capacity to accelerate efforts to mitigate the climate crisis. The Paris Agreement, for example, fails to acknowledge the financial system’s role in the fabric of society, instead treating it as auxiliary to meaningful global reform.\textsuperscript{11} While national governments and international law play an essential part in such efforts through development and enforcement of strong regulatory regimes, the private sector’s governance function is equally critical and cannot be ignored.\textsuperscript{12}

With that said, the concept of increasing corporate engagement with climate activism is not a new one.\textsuperscript{13} Finland has consistently achieved status as one of the greenest countries in the world for decades,\textsuperscript{14} and there is no question that such success is at least partly a result of effective cooperation between Finland’s government and business sector.\textsuperscript{15} In contrast, sustainable development in the United States has fallen far behind other developed countries despite similar emphasis on corporate responsibility.\textsuperscript{16} A 2019 survey showed that 77\% of consumers consider a company’s commitment to improving the environment when making purchases,\textsuperscript{17} and American businesses have responded. A number of major corporations such as Costco and Netflix have issued public statements pledging to reduce their impact on climate change.\textsuperscript{18} Given their incentive to appeal to consumers, it is not surprising that such statements have become incorporated into their marketing tactics.\textsuperscript{19} However, these claims by American corporations do not match the reality of their practices. Alberto Carrillo Pineda, founder of Science Based Targets,\textsuperscript{20} has summarized this greenwashing phenomenon: “You can look at a company’s website and see their sustainability report and it will look great, . . . ‘[b]ut then when you look at what is behind it, you’ll see there is not a lot of substance behind those commitments or the commitments are not comprehensive enough.’”\textsuperscript{21}

The disparate climate performances of Finland and the United States, two of the wealthiest countries in the world, bring to light the question of how corporate responsibility has been inspired in each jurisdiction. Having established the urgency of the climate crisis and the importance of corporate behavior in optimizing a given country’s approach to protection of the global environment, an examination of each nation’s regulatory frameworks may shed light on features of the corporate regime that are effective in advancing sustainability goals and those that are not.\textsuperscript{22} Part I of this paper establishes a comparative framework by providing background on sociopolitical forces that have shaped American and Finnish corporate law and the respective positioning of their business sectors within the current global landscape.\textsuperscript{23} Part II explores dynamics between each country and their business sectors in an effort to ascertain elements of each regime that have contributed to the present state of climate-related corporate governance in each jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{24} Finally, Part III speculates on the future of sustainability and corporate governance within the United States by analyzing key features highlighted in Part II, in lieu of recent global economic and regulatory developments.\textsuperscript{25}

**PART I. CROSS-JURISDICTITIONAL DISSONANCE: POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC DETERMINANTS FOR VARIED CORPORATE RESPONSES TO A GLOBAL CRISIS**

Companies have become targets of national and international environmental regulation because of their historical reluctance to embrace such frameworks.\textsuperscript{26} Still, private entities began to garner influence through extensive lobbying efforts and active engagement in international environmental conferences, resulting in heightened representation during decision-making processes.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, the business sector has secured a seat at the governance table, even though these actors are generally positioned on the opposite side of the environmental policy debate. Despite this evolution of the corporation’s position of power in the global arena, international environmental regulation remains state-centric.\textsuperscript{28} As such, the planning and execution of a sustainable development regime happens at the national level, resulting in variance across jurisdictions due to differing economic positions, sociopolitical values, and other influences.\textsuperscript{29}

In other words, a country’s political economy\textsuperscript{30} can result in hugely divergent national and corporate governance despite superficially similar organization.\textsuperscript{31} Therefore, in order to accurately compare private sectors (and the implications of their global activities) at the national level, it is necessary to set forth a framework which accounts for these factors of differentiation.\textsuperscript{32}
Ownership patterns within a country’s private sector are largely a result of domestic sociopolitical influences. While there is a certain degree of convergence in ownership structures across jurisdictions, there is arguably greater variance in the shareholding patterns of different firms within any given jurisdiction, which has a measurable effect on the development of corporate law. Because corporate governance is directly related to a company’s ownership arrangement, there are different societal implications and downstream effects that arise within jurisdictions which err toward diffuse ownership patterns as opposed to those erring toward concentrated ownership.

The United States is generally considered to have greater protection for shareholders against exploitation from management, leading to the dispersed ownership patterns observed in the jurisdiction. A dispersed ownership structure ensures that control over the company is separated from its owners, a cornerstone feature of the American corporation. Corporate control lies with its directors and managers, who are incentivized to act in the best interest of owners through a system of legally enforced fiduciary duties. Shareholders, as owners of the company, therefore have very little direct control over corporate governance, instead relying on an elected board of directors to represent their interests responsibly and utilizing their voting and information rights to monitor management.

Politics in the United States are deeply rooted in populist values. These values are evidenced by a tendency to enact policy that prevents institutional interests from overwhelming the public. Such policies almost certainly contributed indirectly to the large proportion of American corporations with dispersed ownership. Despite the foundational principles of empowering the populace and balancing institutional power, the United States’ business sector is unique in its ability to resist stakeholder pressure compared to other developed western countries. This is undoubtedly related to the fact that external constituencies are virtually excluded from the incentive mechanism between owners and controllers of American companies. While the United States’ institutional prioritization of financial capital has largely been paramount and its response to societal pressures generally dismissive, the evolution of the private sector into a powerful political actor over time has made the consequences of such a dynamic more severe. Interestingly, this stance on the prioritization of financial welfare is more or less shared by the American public, notwithstanding an uptick in social activism over recent years, although most Americans acknowledge that climate change is a major concern, it is generally regarded as lower priority than protecting the economy.

Finnish corporate law has developed alongside an evolving landscape of economic, social, and political influences that differ greatly from that of the United States. Finnish firms are dominated by a concentrated ownership structure, wherein a controlling portion of shares are held by a single entity; in some cases, the Finnish government. Unlike the United States, ownership of firms in Finland is closely aligned with control over the firm: neither directors nor management are legally enabled to control or make decisions on behalf of the company without authorization from the shareholders. Moreover, shareholders can replace the directors at any time, while American shareholders typically only have the opportunity to vote on removal of directors once a year. Thus, whereas American corporate law attempts to balance the power dynamic between management and shareholders by separating ownership and corporate control, an arrangement that is somewhat self-regulating through a system of incentives, Finnish corporate law channels corporate control through the owner(s) and has very few checks on that power that are built-in to the organization. Instead, the Finnish code targets the owners of firms exclusively, curbing their ability to act opportunistically.

Finland’s development as a country in nearly all aspects occurred recently relative to the United States. Economically, Finland was primarily agrarian and produced a relatively low GDP until the industrialization of the early twentieth century. The population consisted almost entirely of farmers and other laborers, and as a result, the rights of workers were a significant force in the shaping of Finland’s governance policy. As industrialization took hold, the nation’s political organization also changed greatly. Finland gained independence from Russia during the tumult of 1917, and the new Finnish government benefited from the study of established Scandinavian jurisdictions as it shaped its legal and political regime. The large representation of laborers in the region contributed Finland’s adoption of what is now known as the Nordic Model, a bundle of economic and social policies common to Scandinavian countries featuring free market economies with a strong emphasis on social welfare. It is therefore not surprising that stakeholders such as employees, consumers, and other members of the community who are affected by corporate enterprise hold significant influence in the Finnish business sector. One 2021 study showed remarkable alignment of stakeholder goals and company goals, even though they were studied separately from each other.

Notwithstanding differences in implementation of corporate law between the United States and Finland, the two frameworks share the fundamental principle that the default purpose of a business is shareholder profit. An important area where the two appear to diverge is in their jurisdictional interpretations of value. Finland’s conception of value maximization contrasts from the U.S. model in that it treats a company’s social responsibility as a “long-term, inclusive shareholder value variant.” This perspective enables Finnish institutions to apply a more balanced approach for fulfilling shareholder interests by adopting strategies for sustained growth that are infused with considerations of corporate purpose, rather than sole emphasis of immediate returns. A Finnish company’s long-term growth is generally understood to correlate directly with its ability to perform in areas pertaining to societal welfare, such as sustainability and reduced climate impact. Scholars have concluded that the Finnish corporate governance model does not map onto the U.S. model, and vice versa. Very broadly speaking, Finland’s prioritization
of social welfare comes at the cost of its economic health, and the United States’ status as a global economic superpower is dependent upon its lower prioritization of social welfare.

B. RESPECTIVE POSITIONING OF AMERICAN AND FINNISH BUSINESS SECTORS WITHIN THE GLOBAL LANDSCAPE

The level of global activity of domestic firms is an important indicator for jurisdictional patterns in corporate governance. The United States is the world’s largest national economy and is widely considered to occupy a leading role in the world financial markets, characterized by massive global trade activity and multinational corporate expansions. The widespread globalization of America’s largest firms and the domestic economy’s deep entanglement with the global market will inevitably complicate efforts to inspire reform in American corporate governance. One illustrative example of this conflict is U.S. reliance on global supply chains. For instance, the clothes made by U.S. company Levi Strauss are produced in Chinese, Pakistani, and Indian factories which utilize coal-fired power plants and thus contribute significant emissions to the apparel industry’s large carbon footprint. Most solutions that would enable Levi Strauss to meaningfully reduce their emissions by eliminating pollutive production practices would involve a massive and costly overhaul of their corporate strategy. If the company were to implement such reform, Levi’s would likely be compelled to offset the inevitable expenses by charging higher prices for their merchandise, thereby risking widespread ostracization of their consumer base.

Finland’s domestic economy, on the other hand, is much smaller than that of the United States, and although it is dependent on international trade and highly integrated globally, the impact of its global activity is also significantly smaller than the United States. In 2021, Finland’s income from exportation of goods totaled $117.23 billion, while U.S. exports totaled $1.63 trillion. Even so, Finland is home to several large companies that operate globally and are thus subject to situations similar to the aforementioned supply chain example where their operations exist in jurisdictions with less stringent environmental policy. Nokia Corporation, one of Finland’s largest privately-owned companies, has presence in North America, Europe, India, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa; and yet, the company has managed to make remarkable progress on its SDG-focused impact goals. In 2022, Nokia surpassed its target to source 60% of its energy from renewable sources, achieving 63% across global facilities. Suppliers who are contracted with the company to do final assembly of the consumer product also reduced their GHG emissions by 39% from 2019. Nokia’s annual Sustainability Report set forth a detailed account of its methods for pursuing their targets and, while the influence of environmental regulation is to be expected, most of Nokia’s action involves corporate measures independent from its legal obligations. Among the company’s focuses are consistent engagement with a variety of stakeholders, regular comparative assessments of ESG performance against industry competitors, and implementation of ESG-focused corporate strategy.

PART II. THE CURRENT STATE OF CLIMATE-FOCUSED CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN THE UNITED STATES AND FINLAND

There is a common misconception amongst the American public that Nordic countries like Finland are socialist regimes, likely due to the Finnish government’s strong involvement in the country’s business sphere and other sectors. In reality, Finland was ranked 17th amongst the most capitalist countries in the world, while the United States ranked 20th. Finland is traditionally pro-market and has been a regular advocate for less restrictive trade policies in front of the European Union. The defining feature of capitalist economic systems is a profit-driven and competitive market; therefore, a strong incentive to perform financially is at least one area where American and Finnish firms find common ground. What, then, enables the Finnish firm to pursue and achieve success in sustainability goals while remaining economically competitive in a market that incentivizes prioritization of financial capital instead? More pressingly, what has hindered the United States from doing the same? Having laid a foundation through a state-level comparison of the inception, existence, and functioning of their corporate institutions, the following sections will attempt to answer these questions by closer examination of the relationships between government regulation and business entities and exploring the implications those relationships have on the efficacy of climate-related corporate governance.

A. FINLAND

As has been suggested, environmental regulation at the international and state levels cannot reach full potential without cooperation from the corporate sphere through internalization of those policies. As a member state of the European Union, Finland is subject to a number of regulatory measures that enforce corporate responsibility with respect to the environment. Among these is the 2014 E.U. Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFR), which requires companies employing more than 500 people to include non-financial statements with their annual reports, including information on the company’s performance in environmental protection. In compliance with this directive, Finland amended the national Accounting Act to embody virtually the same provisions set forth in NFR.

Surprisingly, while reporting is mandatory, the legislation is relatively flexible in cases of non-compliance: where companies do not adhere to their reporting requirements, they are first given the chance to explain. The penalty for non-compliance is a fine, although the provision is silent on the amount or range of amounts a company may be required to pay. Such reporting requirements will naturally have the effect of increasing corporate transparency, encourage corporate consideration of stakeholder interests and reciprocal engagement from stakeholders, but it is hard to imagine the ambiguous language igniting any meaningful deterrence for wealthy Finnish companies. It is more likely that any deterring effect was intended to arise out of the increased availability of necessary information for stakeholders to hold companies accountable through private means such as...
litigation. However, this theory is also relatively weak: NFR has also been criticized for its vague standards for what companies must include in their reports.80 Under the directive, for example, companies are only required to report information about risks within supply chain, contractor, and other business relationships “if relevant and appropriate.”87 The language omits further clarification, resulting in a loosely defined obligation that somewhat resembles an honor system. Without clearer instruction, companies are afforded a good amount of deference from the government, frustrating the potential for maximized corporate transparency. Regardless, the positive impact of NFR on corporate sustainability performance across Europe is undeniable.88 It is worth noting, however, that the mandating of NFR in the European Union is not necessarily responsible for its success in any given jurisdiction, particularly in the case of Finland.89

Sustainability was introduced into the Finnish corporate agenda long before the NFR directive. The country’s longstanding tradition of giving voice to workers enabled the corporate institution to develop congruently, and thus, preceded the potency of Finnish stakeholders as a driving force of heightened CSR over time.90 The role of Finland’s government as a stakeholder in the corporate sector also likely contributed the early and successful integration of sustainability into enterprise.

The Finnish government’s company ownership model involves the justification of state interest by categorizing such state-owned enterprises (SOEs) into three categories: strategic interest, typically relating to infrastructure or national security; financial interest,91 utilized where state ownership can boost the national economy; and ‘special assignment,’ where an SOE is delegated a particular societal objective.92 The Finnish government’s authority to acquire companies as part of a strategy to achieve sustainability makes clearer the sustainable development themes evident in the business sector. Finnish Ministerial Advisor Katarina Sillander, a sustainability developer in the state department responsible for managing Finland’s SOEs, recently clarified this dynamic: “The State is a demanding owner when it comes to sustainability. In order to form an overall picture, it is important for us to monitor, at the level of corporate assets as a whole, how the various expectations of the State as an owner have been met.”93 This, however, does not necessarily explain the parallel success in some of Finland’s largest private corporations, like Nokia.94

Given Finland’s longstanding emphasis on low environmental impact in the shaping of its sociopolitical landscape, another likely determinant of success is the progressive weaving of sustainability interests into the Finnish economy. More specifically stated, the economic environment in Finland has evolved such that a company’s financial incentive to compete in the marketplace has become, to some extent, aligned with environmentally responsible internal governance. The more conspicuous examples involve the availability of government aid for businesses to fund sustainability reform and improvements.95 However, emerging global trends in responsible investment practices that take into account a company’s climate impact in the due diligence process is altering the way companies are valued, moving closer toward Finland’s traditional and prescient stance on sustainability performance as an important determinant of long-term value.96 Although the E.U. NFR guidelines have been described as relatively vague,97 the directive has introduced some level of uniformity and standardization to sustainability reporting within the jurisdiction; furthermore, the Finnish Consumer Ombudsman has issued guidelines that regulate a company’s marketing tactics with respect to environmental claims in order to prevent greenwashing.98 This has increased the quality of information about the Finnish company’s climate impact which allows both institutional investors and less sophisticated retail investors to make informed decisions while reducing their search costs, making Finnish companies an attractive investment opportunity for many.99

Similar to the United States, Finland has mechanisms of enforcing corporate law in the form of civil liability to shareholders and criminal sanctions.100 Securities litigation is rare in Finland,101 especially when compared to the United States where shareholder suits are the primary means of enforcing corporate law. In the context of corporate governance, the relevant right of shareholders enforceable by civil suit is that of access to truthful information about the company’s practices; as such, the lack of litigation may speak to the harmoniousness of the Finnish system at least to some small degree. To a larger degree, it reflects the jurisdiction’s pattern of concentrated corporate ownership102 in that there are simply fewer minority shareholders to bring suit, and the alignment of control and ownership103 which affords shareholders some degree of ex ante power, thereby mitigating the need for ex post enforcement through litigation. Enforcement through Finland’s criminal law is fairly sparse, as well. The acts for which a Finnish company can be held criminally liable are relatively few under the Penal Code,104 and while it provides for offenses related to corporate transparency and environmental crimes, the penalties are strictly monetary and limited to a maximum of EUR 850,000.105

B. United States

Without the combination of various factors that contributed to the development of Finland’s strong climate regime, the current landscape in the United States at the intersection of sustainability, the corporation, and regulation is predictably much different. The strength of local state governments due to constitutionally granted sovereignty has created a somewhat challenging setting for the reconciliation of corporate law and environmental protection, governed by state law and federal law respectively.106 The United States has seen great levels of cultural and state-level fragmentation around ESG initiatives in recent years. In 2021 and 2022, a total of 17 states introduced ‘Anti-ESG’ laws; one example is a Texas law that requires the state comptroller to identify and document a list of all financial firms that ‘boycott’ fossil fuel companies, who are then subject to divestment by state pension funds.107 At the federal level in 2022, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) proposed a rule for mandatory climate-related disclosures, similar to the 2014 EU NFR Directive, that would require American
companies to report information about their impact on the climate crisis including greenhouse gas emissions, climate risk management, oversight process, and related corporate governance strategies to mitigate their environmental impact.\(^{108}\)

The same way various sociopolitical values have enabled Finland’s political economy to develop into a hospitable environment for climate-focused reform, the values that shaped the American political economy have resulted in an environment somewhat hostile to reform. The SEC’s proposed rule on climate-related disclosure has been highly controversial; the vote has been delayed more than once, partly due to extraordinary lobbying efforts by both supporters and opposers of the rule.\(^{109}\) The pro-market opposition remains unmoved, despite the SEC’s press release that framed the rule largely as a measure for mitigating the financial risk associated with poor climate performance in companies, a thoroughly researched and well-documented reality.\(^{110}\)

Opposition to the SEC’s proposed reform finds strong underpinnings in the overwhelming wealth-maximization paradigm seen in American corporate law as it exists today and its development over time. This same paradigm has given rise to a uniquely American fixation on short-term profits where shareholders typically prioritize short-term profits they make from a company’s brief period of increased performance rather than engaging in longer-term investing.\(^{111}\) This phenomenon naturally reinforces managerial incentives to appeal to shareholders by focusing on enhancing short-term performance of the enterprise—indeed, this trend is pervasive throughout the jurisdiction—arguably to the near-exclusion of the company’s long-term performance.\(^{112}\) The reverse effect necessarily has the same implications: the holding of shares for a short period of time allows investors to purchase equity in a company without concern for longevity, thereby enabling apathy and lack of meaningful participation in corporate governance.\(^{113}\) Therefore, it is no surprise that opponents of the SEC proposal are unmoved by the SEC’s reasoning; the rule would, in some ways, forcibly and fundamentally shift the American investor’s role in the stock market toward one involving more active monitoring of a set of metrics focused on long-term value. It is not hard to imagine this shift having a variety of downstream effects on the current framework of profit-focused American investing, which is deeply rooted in cultural and political tradition.

On the other hand, the US has seen investor support for the introduction of climate-related disclosures into regular corporate practice through a number of shareholder derivative suits.\(^{114}\) Although a company’s sustainability reporting is voluntary and they are accordingly not obligated to abide by any guidelines on the specifics they include or omit, federal securities law provides a cause of action for investors who were damaged due to reliance on a false representation or omission of material fact that was expressed by a representative of the corporation who did so knowingly.\(^{115}\) The provision is a codified manifestation of investor and shareholder rights to company information, and so theoretically, a company found to have omitted or provided misleading sustainability information that was material to an individual’s investment decision could be found civilly liable for securities fraud.\(^{116}\) While this wave of litigation has applied some level of pressure on US companies to consider climate goals more seriously, most are dismissed at the pleading stage.\(^{117}\)

To succeed on such a claim, the plaintiff must show a variety of elements: (1) that the fact in question was omitted or misleading; (2) that they ‘relied’ on the fact in making their investment decision; (3) the fact was ‘material;’ and (4) their reliance on the misrepresentation caused them harm.\(^{118}\) Shareholder utilization of Rule 10b-5 for holding companies accountable for sustainability poses many problems, and is therefore an inefficient solution for corporate governance reform. Perhaps most importantly, the body of law drawn upon by courts when adjudicating such claims is not equipped with precedent that applies accurately or efficiently on non-disclosure of sustainability information, the financial consequences of which may not be seen for many years.\(^{119}\) Thus, although equity investors’ enforcement of corporate disclosure through litigation is likely to play an important role in the future of American corporate governance, the likely prerequisite for such a system is an enforceable climate-related disclosure mandate.

**PART III. THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABILITY IN AMERICAN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE**

Despite huge differences between the Finnish model and US model, their side-by-side comparison sheds light on several meaningful themes that enable modest speculation on the future of corporate governance in the United States. First, the development of Finnish infrastructure that has served as an incubator for effective climate-focused corporate strategy was propelled by a set of culturally significant values so different from those of the US such that transposing the current Finnish model onto the US in an attempt to understand potential opportunities for reform is impossible. Second, notwithstanding these differences, Finland’s success is evidence that CSR can be aligned with a company’s financial incentive to compete in the marketplace, and that such alignment is a viable means for integration of sustainability into corporate strategy. Third, widespread disagreement in the US about the role of enterprise in environmental policy not only results from enduring traces of populist tradition,\(^{120}\) but also a systemic failure to realize potential for similar incentive alignment. Fourth, this failure to realize potential for incentive alignment is due, at least in part, to pervasive short-termism in American investment activity.

Unless the SEC’s proposed rulemaking for mandating climate-related disclosures is successful, it seems unlikely that meaningful reform in American corporate governance will come to fruition without significant external pressures. Even the passage of a climate-related disclosure requirement seems unlikely, given the disproportionate lobbying power of corporate giants who, under the American regime, are highly incentivized to oppose it. In any case, if reform does not arrive internally by the hand of the US government, certain international economic activity looming on the horizon may represent pressures significant enough to catalyze the restructuring of domestic
corporate governance to prevent ostracization of the American private sector from the global market. The first is increasingly stringent regulatory strategy around sustainability and corporate governance in the EU, which could impact US enterprise where American business activity interacts with certain jurisdictions, among other downstream effects. The second potential catalyst, closely related to the first, are economic pressures on a broader scale linked to the US’s struggle to catch up with global movement toward sustainable corporate governance, potentially making American firms a less attractive investment. This is particularly relevant in light of trends showing increased governance involvement from institutional investors and the rise of shareholder activism.

A. Potential Market Fragmentation Due to Inconsistent Implementation of ESG Domestically and Abroad

Recent developments in the EU include the formal adoption of Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD), which builds upon the current NFR Directive122 with stricter reporting requirements, a broader reach, and information audits,123 and the newly passed Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive (CSDDD). The latter, which will require companies to confront and mitigate the climate-adverse impacts of their global business activities, has yet to be finalized but is expected to be formally adopted around 2024 and implemented in pre-determined phases thereafter.124 While the CSDDD will only apply directly to governance of businesses operating in the EU, the directive will mandate those businesses to monitor the activity of their subsidiaries, as well as “the value chain operations carried out by entities with which the company has a business relationship.”125 Sanctions for violating CSDDD provisions will be no less than 5% of the company’s “net worldwide turnover” for the year prior to the breach, and moreover, the directive provides a cause of action for individuals adversely impacted by a company’s breach of the directive.126 The enforcement mechanisms built into CSDDD constitute a more forceful deterrence function than those within the 2014 NFR framework,127 which reflects a key difference between the NFR Directive and CSDDD: the 2014 provisions were arguably a mere reflection of practices that were already somewhat common to the sector,128 while CSDDD represents a seismic shift. Alongside the European businesses that will be governed directly by the mandate, its provisions will also apply directly to American companies doing a significant amount of business in the EU.129 The directive’s remarkably long reach, however, is better exemplified in the language which requires European businesses to monitor the sustainability performance of any foreign company with which they do business. For example, a European business subject to this regime, who is otherwise in total compliance, faces significant monetary penalties if they are found to have entered into a business agreement or extended a business agreement with an American company operating outside of the EU whose environmental practices do not comply with the EU Standards.130

The European market is the largest trade area in the world.131 Given the US’s extremely high level of global enterprise activity132 and a systemic failure to reduce the climate impact of some of its largest business entities,133 an exodus of European business from the American economy is a real possibility if preventive action is not taken. The long-term consequences of allowing market fragmentation of this magnitude to occur are not entirely clear and are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, it is a logical prediction that the impact on American enterprise would be severe, at least in the short term; as such, the American government and private sector face a sudden and crucial crossroad. Given the widespread dissonance amongst the American public and other complexities that have slowed governmental response to the call for corporate responsibility,134 it is more difficult to predict how or when the government might intervene. The high level of controversy surrounding the SEC’s climate disclosure proposal and the repeated delay of its vote are evidence of this.135

The position of American enterprise is much clearer: management and shareholders will be forced to weigh the consequences of terminating business relationships with European partners against the consequences of reforming their business strategy to meet CSDDD standards. If these matters are left to firms, the results across the private sector will likely vary on a case-by-case basis, depending on the firm-specific cost and complexity of implementing CSDDD-compliant sustainability practices. If American firms are to remain competitive in the global economy, these decisions will compel management to revisit their growth strategies as the global investment community continues to emphasize sustainability performance as an indicator of long-term value. As such, this dynamic resembles some form of alignment between economic incentive and sustainability,136 notwithstanding the sudden and forced nature of its arrival and the significant overhaul of corporate governance strategy required for it to become effective in American firms. Acting almost as a ticket for entry into the global market, American firms that operate in a system that focuses on short-term performance will become trapped by a difficult dilemma: very broadly speaking, companies may have to choose between retaining their competitive edge in the global market, thereby risking significant short-term losses in an effort to prioritize their longevity, or risk losing a significant share of the global market by failing to adapt to the evolving global landscape.

Conclusion

Of course, it is impossible to speculate potential outcomes of this highly nuanced issue with any meaningful level of accuracy given the early stages of its development and the complex interplay between the American sociopolitical landscape and global economy. This shift is part of a broader global trend toward the integration of sustainability into corporate governance, and overall expansion of the corporate purpose. The corporate framework comprises a complex system of legal fixtures and actors at the state and international level, many of which were not discussed in great detail here. The rise in shareholder activism, for example, is another nuanced area that represents
an important paradigmatic shift, the details of which warrant a separate and more comprehensive study as they relate to corporate governance reform. Nonetheless, analyzing the divergence in the development of Finnish and American corporate regimes reveals the anchoring power of societal values in the shaping of political economy, and thus, the incompatibility of the EU and American models. As the climate crisis continues to progress and the potential effects of CSDDD on the American private sector become clearer, the themes discussed here will provide a useful context for the strategic integration of sustainability into corporate governance.
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